ANNOUNCEMENTS

2007 SHEPHERD’S FAIR
It was agreed and voiced by all the Fair was a great day, a great effort and achievement by many with a lot of positive feedback.

J Dohler provided a provisional statement of Income indicating a draft result of $35,699 (tabled). It was further stated that there will be some other costs to come out of this figure, including some of D Strong’s food suppliers, P-3 Auction and Sand Wizard income are yet to be included.

Other comments:-

- Helpers’ Drive for next year + each key person recruit one more.
- Encourage picnic rugs on the edge of the Oval.
- If you could see rides from the main road would possibly attract more people on the day - perhaps try a weather balloon over the site.
- Focus on ride sponsors next year to cover more of the big cost-target sponsors well before 30th June with a package.
- Ways to encourage more secondary student attendance - Battle of the Bands later in the day?

P&F Bar Service
Tabled revised figure for Yr 11 formal - Profit was $991.30. Reconfirmed will provide reviewed service for Yr 12 Graduation on Fri 16 Nov.

CONSTITUTION

CAR BOOT SALE/GARAGE SALE
Re-activate 2008.

SWIM CLUB
Email from V Haines (tabled) included the following:-

- Swimming QLD has given approval for a GSLC Swim Club.
- Term 4-pool is just about fully booked.
- Request for P&F funds to purchase in-pool swim benches/stands, primarily to assist Prep & Yr 1 children. Initial quote $2,500.00.
- Pool temp now between 25-27 deg Celsius
- Learn to swim lessons are filling fast-bookings are being taken now.
- Plus other comments in the meeting:-
  - Successful Nippers sign on commenced at GSLC.
  - Pool Cover is coming
  - Swim lessons for Prep x2 a week and Year 1 & 2 x1 a week, as pool is so heavily booked.

PARENT QUERY
Mr Mason provided a copy (tabled) of “GSLC Guidelines for Promoting Effective Communication between Parents/Guardians and the College”. This will be distributed to all families in the College, clearly outlining the appropriate line of communication for any problems and or concerns.

BANANA PLANTATION DEVELOPMENT
No further info. to report due to Noosa Council focus on anti-amalgamation quest.

GSLC PROJECT 2008
J Mason is meeting with Architects shortly, for the new College library project, commencing 2008. The site is the old secondary Drama room demountable building.

MEETING CLOSED BY 9PM.